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Abstract 
This paper considers a series of problems on state and parameter specifying for distributed 
parameter systems on the basis of measurements generated by sensors. Observability and 
invertibility issues, duality relations for problems of control, schemes of sensor's generating 
to guarantee the observability desired are discussed. These problems are treated within 
a unified framework of guaranteed estimation procedures for systems with unknown but 
bounded errors. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This paper deals with the problem of parameter and state specifying for distributed 
parameter system on the basis of measurements generated by sensors. The issues treated 
here are the invertibility and observability problems. The approach leans upon describing 
the system properties in terms of solutions to some guaranteed estimation problems. They 
are formulated for the systems with disturbances taken to be unknown but bounded. That 
provides another interpretation for the properties known and reveals quite new features. 
The necessary and sufficient conditions to provide them are given. The duality relations 
for the problems of control are considered. 

Another aspect of the invertibility problem considered here is in generating sensors 
ensuring a desired invertibility property for an evolutionary system. A procedure how to 
do this for the strong observability is discussed. It makes use of results on optimization of 
observers for guaranteed estimation problem. Regulating the parameters in that problem 
enables a sensor with the desired property to be approximated. 
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2 BASIC NOTIONS 

Let there be the initial-boundary problem 

{ 
au(t,x) --at= l;,.u(t,x) + f(t,x), t E (O,T), X En; 

u(O,x) = uo(x), X En; 
u(t, () = v(t, (), t E (0, T), ( E an. 

(1) 

Here n is an open bounded domain in an n-dimensional space having a piecewise-smooth 
boundary an. A symmetric uniformly elliptic operator with the smooth coefficients may 
stay instead of Laplacian l;,.. Here f(t,x) is the control function, v(t,x) is the boundary 
condition, uo(x) is the initial distribution. They are supposed to be square integrable 
functions on the proper sets. We'll consider u( t, x) as a generalized solution to (1 ). 

There is an evolutionary system having been associated with that initial-boundary 
problem. The state of the system at a time instant t, 0 $ t $ T, is the function u(t, ·) 
being an element of the space 12(n). The triple w = (!(·, · ), v(·, ·), u0 ( ·)) will be referred 
to as an input for that system. 

Further it is assumed that the input is taken to be unknown in advance. It is supposed 
that all the available information on the solution is given through a finite-dimensional 
measurement equation 

y(t) = G(t)u(t,·), 0$ t $ T. (2) 

y(t) is a measurement data, y(t) E Rm, y(·) E 1~(0, T). G(t) is a linear observation 
operator, or sensor. Let us start with two traditional notions. 

Definition 1 We will say that the system {1},{2} is invertible if the measurement y(t) = 
0, 0 $ t $ T, yields w = 0. 

Consider the initial boundary problem (1) assuming that 

f(t,x)=:O, v(t,x)=:O. (3) 

Definition 2 We will say that the system {1}-{3} is observable if the measurement y(t) = 
0, 0 $ t $ T, yields u(T, ·) = 0. 

The first definition is equivalent to the fact that the linear mapping C, Cw = y( ·) 
is such that KerC = {0}. So, if the system is invertible then two different inputs yield 
two different measurements. The second one implies the similar property for the mapping 
Du(T, ·) = y(·). 

There are papers studying these properties and sensors to assure them for the system. 
Let us think over these properties from another point of view. From here on we are 
concentrating on the observability problem. We'll return to the invertibility one later. 
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Let us consider a guaranteed estimation problem closely related to the observability 
one. Suppose, that the measurement y(t) is not exact and contains additively an uncertain 
disturbance e(t) 

y(t) = G(t)u(t, ·) + e(t), 0 ~ t ~ T, 

11 e( ·) IIL.,.(O,T)~ ~-'· ~-' ~ o. 

(4) 

(5) 

That inequality gives an a priori restriction on e(t). Now, in general, there's no way of 
determining the state u(T, ·) ofthe system on the basis ofthe measurement data y(t). This 
inverse problem, as a rule, has got a non-unique solution. This leads us to the following 
notion (Kurzhanski, 1977). 

Definition 3 The informational set U[y] of states u(T, ·) of the system {1}, {9}-(5} being 
consistent with measurement data y(t) and the a priori restriction on {(t), is the set of 
all those functions z(·) E L2(n) for each of which there exists an input w such that the 
corresponding solution u( t, ·) to the problem {1) at the time instant T will be equal to z( ·) 
and the equation (4) will be valid for some e(t) satisfying the a priori restriction {5). 

The linearity of the system and the convexity of the set described by (5) imply the 
convexity of U[y]. This set is said to be a solution to the guaranteed estimation problem 
of the state u(T, ·) on the basis of y( · ). We can state the first obvious statement. 

Lemma 1 The system {1}, {9) is observable if and only ifU[y] is one-point set for I' = 0, 
whatever is y(t). 

If the informational set was bounded, one might be defined the minimax estimate of the 
state u(T, · ), being the Chebyshev centre of cl U[y]. It is determined through the formula 
u0 = argmin..eL2 (o)SUP11eu[11] II u- v IIL2 (0)· (A solution to that variational problem does 
exist and is unique under the assumption above.) If our system were finite dimensional, 
i.e. were described by a system of ordinary differential equations, the observability would 
guarantee the existence of the minimax estimate u.O. Our infinite dimensional system needs 
a more strong property to ensure that. Namely, 

Definition 4 (Kurzhanski, Khapalov, 1991} We will say that the system {1}, {9}-{5) is 
strongly observable ifU[y] is bounded, whatever is the measurement y(t). 

This definition is equivalent to the continuous observability of the system implying the 
existences of a constant a > 0 such that the inequality II u(T, ·) II< a II y II is true, 
whatever is y = G(t)u(t, ·), 0 ~ t ~ T. That means that the operator Dis continuously 
invertible. It is clear that Definition 4 implies Definition 2. It turns out that there are 
other substantial properties "between" them. 

3 E-OBSERVABILITY 

A set in a Hilbert space is bounded if and only if the projections of it onto all the one
dimensional subspaces are bounded. So, the system (1),(3)-(5) is just strongly observable 
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if and only if the projections of U(y] onto all the one-dimensional subspaces are bounded, 
whatever is y(t). It should be emphasized that if the boundedness were inherent in the 
intersections of the informational set with all the one-dimensional subspaces, whatever 
the measurement is, the system would be observable. Let us now give the following 

Definition 5 (Kurzhanski, Sivergina, 1991} We will say that the system {1},{9}-(5} is 
€-observable if for almost every functions cp E L2(!l) the projection ofU(y] onto a subspace 
generated by that is bounded, whatever is the measurement y(t). 

Theorem 1 The system {1}, {9}-{5} is f- observable if and only if D is invertible and has 
a closed extension. 

Theorem 2 Let for almost every functions from L2(!l) the projection of U(O) onto the 
subspace generated by that be bounded, whatever y(t) is. Then the system {1},{9}-(5} is €

observable. 

So, we have three notions related to the observability issue: the observability, the f
observability, and the strong observability. It has to be shown that they are distinct. 

Example 1 That is an instance of a system being observable but not f- observable. 
Suppose the sensor is of spatially averaged type: 

G(t)u(t,·) = j g(t,x)u(t,x)dx, 0 $ t $ T (6) 
0 

where g(t,x) = 'Pl(x)eA,(t-T)e-t + Ek:2'Pk(x)eA•(t-TJ(e-k't- k:le-k-l)•t). cp;(·), A; are 
the eigen-functions and the eigen-values for the spectral problem dcp;(x) = -A;cp;(x), x E 
!l, cp;(() = 0, ( E 8!l; .\; --+ oo as i --+ oo. {cp;}~1 make up an orthonormal base in 
£ 2(0). It is easy to show that the condition G(t)u(t, ·) = 0, implies u(T, ·) = 0. So, the 
system is observable. At the same time, the set U(O) is unbounded. Moreover, a closure of 
it contains a whole linear subspace generated by the function 

00 1 
cp(x) = L -;-cp;(x), X En. 

i=l ' 

(7) 

Note, in that Example there is no restriction on n, i.e. on the dimension of the space 
variable. It might be anyone. 

Example 2 The instance of a system being €-observable but not strongly observable 
gives the heat equation in the domain n = (0, I) with the spatially averaged sensor (6) 
when g(t,x) doesn't depend on t and is equal to cp(x) from (7). Now, because of the 
minimality property in L2(!l) of the system { e-A;\ 0 $ t $ T, i = 1, 2, ... } we have got 
luo;l $ a; (II y(·) II +Jt), i = 1,2, ... where a; doesn't depend on y(·). This assures the 
f-observability for the system. But, according to Dolecki's result (1977), the system won't 

00 ·2 

be strongly observable because of the equality E ~ = oo. 
i=I e 1 
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4 DUAL PROBLEM 

One way of studying the observability property of a system is to turn to the dual control 
problem. Let us formulate a property being dual to the f-observability. Consider the 
system 

{ 
ov~;x) =-~v(t,x)+G*(t)>.(t), 
v(T,x) = 0, 
u(t,() = 0, 

t E (0, T), x E n; 
X en; 
t E (O,T), (Eon. 

(8) 

Here>.(·) E L:;'(O,T) is a control. The control problem consists in selecting the control to 
bring the system to the time instant 0 to the position S*(T)cp(·): 

u(O,·) = S*(T)cp(·); (9) 

cp(·) E L2(n) is a given function, S(t), t ~ 0 is the semi-group corresponding to the 
evolutionary system (1). So, the set of those cp(·) for which the problem (8),(9) may be 
solvable is of interest. Suppose, G(t) in (8) is the same as in (2). It is known, that if the 
system (1 ),(3)-(5) is strongly observable, the control problem is solvable for any cp( · ). If 
the system is only observable, one is solvable for almost every cp(·) E L2(n). In this case 
one says about approximate controllability of the system (8),(9): 

'v'cp( ·) E L2(n) 'v'f > 0 3>.( *") : u(O, ·) E S*(T)cp + 0,(0). 

Theorem 3 The property of the system {1}, {3}-{5} to be f-observable is equivalent to the 
property of the problem (8}, {9} to be solvable in the following sense: 

'v'cp( ·) 'v'E > 0 3>.( ·) : u(O, ·) E S*(T)( cp + 0,(0)). 

It is easy to note that the key to the approach to the observability problem lies with 
the property of the system to be observable in a direction. We are illustrating that notion 
with the invertibility one. But before proceeding to that we'll consider another problem 
connected with the observability problem. 

5 REGULARIZATION OF SENSORS 

Consider the system 

{ 
ou(t,x) o2u(t,x) 
-----at = ox2 ' 

u(t,() = 0, 
y(t) = f0 g(x)u(t,x)dx, 

t e (o,T), x en= (0,1); 

t E (O,T), ( E an; 
0 ~ t ~ T 

(10) 

Let us suppose a possibility for a function g( x) to be chosen. It is well known that there 
exist the functions g(·) E L2(n) for which the system (10) would be strongly observable. 
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Moreover they would exist to belong to the set g = {g(·) E C1(fi) I llg(·)llc•(n) ~ 1}. 
How extract them? The method to do this is proposed here. 

Consider an auxiliary observation system, in which the initial distribution u0 is un
known, the disturbance e(t) is present in the observation equation, and g(x) is a function 
form g, One supposes Uo and e(t) to be a priori restricted by the joint quadratic inequality 

{ 

8u(t,x) 82u(t,x) 
----af = 8x2 ' 

u(t,() = 0, 
y(t) = J0 g(x)u(t,x)dx+{(t), 
f II Uo IILcn) +II e(·) IILco,T)~ 1'2 • 

te(O,T), xen, !l=(0,1); 

t E (O,T), ( E 8!l; 
0 ~ t ~ T; 

(11) 

Here f > 0 is a parameter. Formally one defines an informational set U,[y} of the states 
u(T, ·) of the system (11) being consistent with the measurement data y(t) and the a 
priori restriction on Uo and e(t). It is a closed bounded set in L2(!l). We would associate 
the number :J.(g) with a sensor in (11) corresponding to a function g(·) E g 

:J.(g) =max sup max I< rp, u >I
ll(·) II1PII:9 u(·)EU,(y) 

(12) 

By < ·, · > it is denoted a scalar production in L2(!l) . .J.(g) may be interpreted as a 
functional on y. One can show that the external maximum in (12) is reached on the 
function y(·) = 0. By applying the methods of paper (Kurzhanski, Khapalov, 1986) we 
make sure that the variational problem ming(·)eg:J.(g) is solvable. Denote its solution by 
g.(·). There exists a subsequence g.;(·) being convergent in uniform metric when f; tends 
to zero. Let go(·) be a limit. 

Theorem 4 For g(·) = g0 (·) the. system {10) is strongly observable.. 

Remark 1 A similar result is true for the point-wise sensors G(t)u(t, ·) = u(t, x(t)), 0 < 
6 ~ t ~ T. Here x(t) is a function taking the values in fi. In that case one has to take 
g = {x(·) E C1(6,T) I x(t) E fi, lx(t)l ~ 1}. 

6 INVERTIBILITY PROBLEM 

Now we turn to the invertibility problem. Let us remind the system under consideration. 
It is (1 )-(2). Restrict ourselves to an assumption that the input as well as the sensor have 
the special representations 

• k 

f(t, x) = L b;(x )J;(t), v(t, () = L d;(()v;(t), G(t)u(t, ·) = col[J. g;(x)u(t, x) dx]~1 • 
i=t i=t n 

The functions b;(x) and d;(x) are supposed to be given. So, the invertibility problem is to 
specify J;(·), i = 1, ... , s, v;( ·), i = 1, ... , k, and u0 (x) on the basis of the measurement 
data y(t), 0 ~ t ~ T. Here it is rationally to call the element w = (ft, ... ,J., Vto ••• , vk, uo) 
E LHO, T) x L~(O, T) x L2(!l) as the input for the system. The following assumptions are 
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supposed to be valid from now on: each of the function systems { b;( ·)}, { d;( ·)}, and {g;( ·)} 
are linearly independent, and the functions {b;(·), El:1 Ian av;;£'1dj(() d(cp,(·)} are, too. 

Formulate some results relative to the invertibility properties of the system. They are 
presented in (Sivergina, 1995) for a special case. 

Theorem 5 For any functions {b;(·)}:=11 {d;(·)}f=11 and form = s + k + 1 there exist 
g1,g2, ... ,gm such ones that the system will be invertible. 

That estimate for m can't be improved. Really, any system being a finite-dimensional 
Fourier approximation for the observation system under consideration may be invert
ible only if m ~ s + k + 1. In the following theorem there are formulated the necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the system to be invertible in the case that the functions 

ooo 
{b;(·)}, {d;(·)}, and {g;(·)} belong to the space C (fl). Here the techniques of condi-
tionally invariant spaces developed by Basile, Marro (1992) is useful. Denote G = G(t) 
and define the two operators fJ and V mapping from R• and Ric, respectively, into L2(fl): 
B(ft, ... ,f.)= Ei=1 b;(x)f;, V(vt, ... , v~c) = Ef=1 E~1 Ian ~d;(()d(cpj(x)v;. 

Theorem 6 The system is invertible if and only ifU~o y, = L2(fl), where Yo= Im(G*), 
y, =Yo+ f).(B* + V*)nY,-1· 

7 INVERTIBILITY IN A DIRECTION 

Now, following the scheme above, consider an information set of inputs, consistent with 
the measurement data and the restriction on the "noise" in the measurement equation. 

Definition 6 The information set W[y] of inputs w of the system (1},(4},(5) being con
sistent with the measurement data y(t) and the a priori restriction one, is the set of all 
those inputs w for each of which there exists an element e(-) E L2(0, T) satisfying the 
conditions {4}, {5). 

It is obviously that the strong invertibility property fails. Here the matter of current 
interest is whether the system is invertible in a direction and if this property is strong. 
Formulate these notions accurately. Let A be an element of the input space. 

Definition 7 We will say that the system (1},{2} is invertible in a direction A ify(t) = 0 
implies that the projection of the input on the subspace generated by A is equal to 0. 

Definition 8 We will say that the system (1},(4},(5) is strongly invertible in a direction 
A if the projection of W[y] on the subspace generated by A is bounded, whatever y( ·) is. 

Here it turns it is possible to describe the set of all the directions, in which the system 
is invertible. 

Theorem 7 The system (1},(2} is invertible in the direction A if and only if A belongs 
l . t d b th l t AU! (f(i! f(i! (i) (j) Ul) . -to a mear space genera e y e e em en s t = lt , ... , st , vlt , ..• , vkt , u0t , J -
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f (j)( ) _ t..- e gjl il, ~ T ~ t (j) _ L e- I -T gjldil, 0 ~ T ~ t 
{ 
~ -.\,(1-r) b 0 { 00 

,\ (t ) 

it r - 1=1 , v;1 { T) - 1=1 

0, t < r ~ T 0, t < r ~ T 

To conclude, we formulate the conditions guaranteeing the strong invertibility in a 
direction for the simplest case. 

Theorem 8 Lets== k == 1, m == 1, y(·) E C(O,T), the functions b1(·), d1(·), g1(·) be 
twice continuously differentiable, and the system be invertible in the direction A. Then it 
is strongly invertible in that direction. 

The author is grateful to Academician A.B.Kurzhanski for helpful discussions and en
couragement. 
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